Abstract-A trend is emerging towards the activation of distribution networks, which have only been passive until now. The main purpose is to use the existing infrastructure more efficiently. Due to the vast number of low and medium voltage networks this can only be achieved with autonomous decentralized grid monitoring and usage management systems. The most sophisticated task is the autonomous determination of remaining transfer capability. The authors wish to contribute a novel approach for solving this problem based on the online approximation of operational constraints in the domain of complex nodal power.
HE ongoing trend towards higher mean distances between load an generation centers, as well as the wish to exploit the transfer capabilities of the existing infrastructure more efficiently, lead to both transmission networks and distribution networks being operated closer to their operational limits. On transmission network level the use of market-based allocation mechanisms in power plant dispatching introduce the need for a more precise representation of the network constraints usable within market mechanisms. Although the actual relationships are of a non-linear nature, the market mechanisms usually require the constraints to be formulated in a linear fashion. This has been addressed with several approaches, of which the ATC calculation and use PTDFs with linear restrictions are the most frequently used [4] - [9] . More sophisticated approaches are based on the localization of feasibility boundaries, but suffer from a highly increased computational complexity [1] , impeding the ex-ante application to determine the whole set of allowable grid usage patterns.
Linear Constraints for Remaining Transfer Capability Allocation Olav Krause, Sebastian Lehnhoff and Christian Rehtanz T With the introduction of new energy applications like Electric Vehicles (EV) and Electric Heat Pumps (EHP) comparable issues to distribution networks appear, since peak load and coincidence factors rise. This is also true for the wish to exploit possible demand side flexibility by means of Demand Side Management (DSM).
In order to avoid or delay cost-intensive network reinforcement actions, a more sophisticated network monitoring and usage coordination system is needed on distribution network level also. Due to the high number of low and medium voltage networks, such system will have to rely on autonomous and decentralized coordination entities.
In previous publications the authors presented an algorithm enabling decentralized grid usage coordinators for the online determination of remaining transfer capabilities by predetermining the overall set of allowable load and generation patterns for a given network [2] [3] . Unfortunately, the computational complexity is too high for use on networks with a reasonable number of nodes. Nevertheless the results serve for the evaluation of the result of simplified approaches.
In this paper a simplified version of the algorithm mentioned before will be described in detail. Exemplary results will be compared against the exact solutions and it will be shown that the presented approach can be implemented in decentralized autonomous grid coordinators.
III. PRESENTED ALGORITHM
The objective of the presented algorithm is to determine the set of variations of nodal power around a given point of operation , permissible with respect to line loading.
(1)
The point of operation is defined by a vector of complexvalued nodal power from which the corresponding complex-valued vector of nodal voltages is determined using a standard Newton-Raphson approach. The network state determined in this way will serve as an expansion point in the following. The result of the algorithm will be presented in the form of linear inequalities that may serve as linear constraints for market mechanisms or for autonomous grid usage coordination (2).
(2)
Principle network model
The first important mathematical relationship is between complex-valued nodal voltages and the complex-valued nodal currents , as the interlinking nodal admittance matrix carries the coefficients for the mapping between nodal voltages and nodal powers (3) . (3) With the nodal admittance matrix and its elements stated it is possible to translate any given vector of nodal voltages to the domain of complex nodal power by way of the nonlinear equation (4) . (4) The second important mapping is between nodal voltages and complex-valued line currents by way of the line admittance matrix (5) . (5) This matrix will usually be singular and thus may not have an inverse. This is due to the fact that in a network of nodes the number of lines may vary within the following interval . One of the consequences is the presence of a left null space and a column space. Not all vectors can really occur on a network due to Kirchhoff's mesh law. Only those that are elements of the column space fulfill Kirchhoff's mesh law and may have an impact on the voltage vector. With the help of the Singular Value Decomposition (6) the column space, and thus the set of line current combinations that can really occur, can be determined (6) The matrices and are a set of orthonormal base vectors spanning the domain and co-domain of . These base vectors are mutually linked by the elements of which are the singular values of . (7) In order to define the so called pseudo inverse of matrix the coupling between the base vectors of and has to be inverted by stating like in (8).
With stated like in (8) the pseudo inverse can be stated like in (9) . (9) Based on this result it is possible to determine the voltage changes due to line current changes with (10) although this might be confusing initially. Important to note is that if is not an element of the column space of , (10) describes a projection onto the set of physically possible line current combinations. In the later part of this paper we will need not a projection but an intersection. We will come to this later.
(10)
In order to establish a linear mapping between and a linear map between nodal voltages and nodal powers is needed. As this mapping is non-linear (11) a linearization at the expansion point will be used.
The objective of this step is to generate and use the Jacobian matrix of (11) to map to using (12).
The first step is to transform the complex-valued mapping (11) into its real valued representation (13).
(13)
The Jacobian matrix is composed of the partial derivatives of (11), stated in (14) to (21). 
Mapping of the boundaries
Based on the aforementioned mapping between complexvalued line currents and complex-valued nodal voltages together with the Jacobian matrix of the power flow equations, it is possible to state a linear mapping between line current changes and the corresponding change in complex-valued nodal power (23).
(23)
In order to provide a market-based allocation algorithm or a grid usage coordinator with linear constraints that allow to avoid line overloads, the nature of line current constraints has to first be determined in the domain of line currents. The constraint is initially as stated in (24). In order to keep the overall deviation from the accurate results low, the mapping of the line current constraints to the domain of nodal power will be done only for the line current deviation around the given point of operation corresponding to the voltage vector determined before.
Thus the inequality (26) changes to (29). (29)
This actually represents a shift of the limiting hyperplanes by the vector of line currents of the assumed operational state. This shift can be calculated using (30). In order to map these linear constraints from the domain of complex-valued line currents to the domain of complex-valued nodal powers both the normal vector and the corresponding distance to the hyperplane have to be mapped to the domain of change of complex-valued nodal powers based on the mapping defined in (23). A given normal vector will be mapped to its corresponding orthogonal vector according to (32).
(32)
The normal vector can then be calculated by normalizing the orthogonal vector according to (33).
(33)
The corresponding distance to the hyperplane can be determined using the following assumption: The hyperplane to be determined in the domain of change of complex-valued nodal powers will be reached by the vector at the same time as its counterpart in the domain of line currents is reached. This results in equation (34). (34) Both sides describe the shortest vector pointing from the origin of the coordinate system to the limiting hyperplane. With the following steps (35) to (37) it is possible to determine the last missing factor .
(36)
The set of nodal power changes allowable with respect to line current limits can then be stated as (38).
(38)
Although the results presented here still suffer from errors introduced by the linearization, the results are nonetheless much more precise than those derived from DC-load-flow based PTDFs. Furthermore the algorithm presented here allows for the exploitation of the triangle equation that is valid for complex-valued line currents, but not for the DC-based active power flows over the modeled lines. Another advantage is the inclusion of reactive nodal power into the capacity allocation as an additional reactive power support might make some additional transfer capacity available.
IV. EXAMPLES
In order to show the legitimacy of the presented approach the results for a simple example are presented here. The following results refer to a single line, fed by an infinite busbar at , with a rated current of 4 time per phase (bundle conductor with 4 wires) and a length of . The serial parameters are , while shunt elements are omitted.
In order to demonstrate the behavior of the algorithm presented in this paper, the calculations were performed using different expansion points. The results are then compared to the exact solution calculated as described in [2] and [3] .
This simple test case was chosen to keep the dimensionality of the results at 2 dimensions. Every node added to the network increases the dimensionality of the solution space by 2 more dimensions. Fig. 1 illustrates the comparison of the exact solution with the result of the presented algorithm when performed with expansion point
. From this illustration it becomes clear that the non-elliptic form and dispositioning of the exact solution is not found by the algorithm presented here. But in the vicinity of the expansion point the possible operational states are correctly classified as being feasible. Also the directions to the closest boundaries are also correct in general.
When moving the expansion point closer to the exact boundaries, the presented algorithm predicts the location of the closest boundary more and more precisely. Fig. 2 illustrates the results for two expansion points with an active power balance of zero and reactive power balances close to the exact boundary.
It becomes clear that, for both directions, the prediction of the closest boundary significantly improves as the expansion point moves towards it. This is also true for the last results presented here, where the reactive power balance is zero and the expansion point is moved to two active power balances close to the exact boundary (see Fig. 3 ).
We might conclude from these examples that the algorithm presented here improves the prediction of the closest boundary as an operational point (used as the expansion point) moves towards it. Although the results of the algorithm do not match the exact results for operational points that are far away from the present one, an operational constraint would be located precisely as the expansion point approaches it. The drawback of limited precision for remote operation points is compensated for the great advantage of much lower computational requirements than those necessary to determine the exact solution [2] [3] . The number of hyperplanes to be mapped to the domain of nodal powers increases linearly with the number of lines in the network and the number of hyperplanes used to sample a line current constraint. The number of dimensions needed increases linearly with the number of nodes the network consist of.
Thanks to the significantly reduced computational effort it is also possible to calculate the approximate positions of operational boundaries for more than one possible topology and combine the results for their intersection, introducing the (n-1) criterion to distribution grid operation. V. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper the first step towards an online distribution network management based on the constant approximation of loadability limits in the high-dimensional space of complexvalued nodal power was presented in this paper. Although localization precision is limited for drastic changes in grid usage patterns, the algorithm promises to localize the feasibility limits with sufficient precision for reasonable and expectable changes. Future work will focus on the integration of constraints imposed by voltage bands and intense numerical testing, as only the lines' thermal limits have been considered until now.
The algorithm presented is a simplification of an algorithm enabling an exact solution, with the simplification drastically reducing numerical complexity and thus allowing online deployment in autonomous decentralized grid monitoring and management systems.
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